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5 of 5 review helpful Spend an afternoon contemplating holidays By cxlxmx In Tune with the World is a fine 
translation of a German monograph on feasts and festivals by philosopher Josef Pieper It is a short but high quality 
softcover with heavy paper large print and nice wide margins I had never read anything of Pieper s before and knew 
only his name from hearing of Liesure the Basis of Culture I found In this stimulating and still timely study Josef 
Pieper takes up a theme of paramount importance to his thinking that festivals belong by rights among the great topics 
of philosophical discussion As he develops his theory of festivity the modern age comes under close and painful 
scrutiny It is obvious that we no longer know what festivity is namely the celebration of existence under various 
symbols Pieper exposes the pseudo festivals in their harmless and 
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